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Abstract

The numerical simulation of penetration into sand is one of the most chal-
lenging problems in computational geomechanics. The paper presents an
arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) finite element method for plane and
axisymmetric quasi-static penetration into sand which overcomes the prob-
lems associated with the classical approaches. An operator-split is applied
which breaks up solution of the governing equations over a time step into a
Lagrangian step, a mesh motion step, and a transport step. A unique feature
of the ALE method is an advanced hypoplastic rate constitutive equation to
realistically predict stress and density changes within the material even at
large deformations. In addition, an efficient optimization-based algorithm
has been implemented to smooth out the non-convexly distorted mesh re-
gions that occur below a penetrator. Applications to shallow penetration
and pile penetration are given which make use of the developments.
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1. Introduction

Penetration into sand is one of the oldest problems in geomechanics, and
it turned out to be also one of the most challenging. Rigorous modeling
is very difficult because of the large local deformations in the vicinity of
the penetrator, the evolution of material interfaces and free surfaces, the
changing contact conditions, the large stiffness variations, and the complex
nonlinear behavior of the granular material. Therefore, penetration into sand
has not been extensively explored so far from a numerical viewpoint.

The finite element method (FEM) is the dominating tool in computa-
tional geomechanics because of its broad applicability and technological so-
phistication. Typical models are based on a Lagrangian description, which
is in many respects the most attractive approach for problems where path-
dependent material response and evolving interfaces are present. However,
if material deformations are large severe element distortion may occur which
may slow down or even terminate the calculation. Element distortion will
not occur in the Eulerian methods commonly used in computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) because the mesh is kept spatially fixed. However, tracking
of free surfaces and material motion becomes non-trivial because the material
is allowed to flow through the mesh.

The arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) methods have been developed
in order to overcome the difficulties arising from the purely Lagrangian and
Eulerian approaches, and to combine their advantages [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. The
major advantage of ALE is that the computational mesh is regarded as a
independent reference domain. As a consequence, the ALE mesh can be
continuously smoothed so that element quality remains acceptable during the
entire calculation. Mesh connectivity is kept unchanged, hence the solution
variables can be remapped onto the improved mesh by using conservative
CFD advection algorithms.

Despite their popularity in fluid-structure interaction and solid mechan-
ics, applications of ALE methods to soil mechanical problems are still rare.
Examples include [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12], but the employed methods reveal
two limitations when applied to penetration into sand. First, common al-
gorithms for node relocation are not qualified to smooth the non-convex
mesh regions that inevitably occur during penetration of blunt bodies. As
a consequence, the range of problems that can be addressed by these ALE
methods is not much larger than for a purely Lagrangian approach. Second,
the constitutive equations involved (Mohr-Coulomb, Drucker-Prager, modi-
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fied Cam-Clay, etc.) are not able to realistically reproduce the stress- and
density-dependent response of sand under monotonic and cyclic loading.

The mechanical behavior of sand is very complex and has several influ-
encing factors. Amongst others, it is generally a function of the effective
stress state, the relative density, and the material history due to monotonic
or cyclic loading [13]. An important characteristic that distinguishes the
behavior of sand from that of common solids is dilatancy, which has been
shown to depend on both the effective stress state and density state [14].
Moreover, sand shows asymptotic behavior [15] and reaches a critical state
after monotonic loading paths starting from a particular stress and density
state.

The best models currently available to properly reproduce this complex
nonlinear behavior are phenomenological constitutive equations that rely on
the continuum representation of sand. However, there are just a few consti-
tutive equations for granular solids available which need only a single set of
material constants and are then able to simulate the mechanical behavior at
finite deformations and under complex loading paths over the wide range of
densities and stress states present during penetration processes.

In this paper we present an ALE method which is particularly suitable
for penetration into sand. Its unique features are (i) an advanced consti-
tutive equation for sand and (ii) an efficient and robust optimization-based
mesh regularization algorithm which delivers excellent results even on non-
convexly distorted domains. For simplicity, we consider sand as a single-phase
medium, being either dry or fully saturated and locally drained. Moreover,
only plane strain and axisymmetric quasi-static problems are considered in
the numerical treatment. The penetrator is assumed to be either smooth
(zero friction) or perfectly rough (no sliding). The 3-node triangle element
[16, 17] is used for the spatial discretization despite of its tendency to lock
up. However, the impact of this undesirable feature is not much significant
provided that special mesh pattern are used.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents
the governing equations associated with our ALE approach. The steps of the
operator-split solution procedure are described in detail in Section 3, and
Section 4 shows example applications concerning shallow penetration and
pile penetration into sand. The paper closes with some concluding remarks
in Section 5.
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2. Governing equations

The following section introduces basic equations of ALE continuum me-
chanics. The full derivation of these equations is beyond the scope of the
paper and can be found in [18].

2.1. Kinematics and balance principles
Let B ⊂ S be the reference configuration of a material body and ϕt : B →

S its motion in the ambient space S, with time t ∈ [t0, T ] and ϕt(·) = ϕ(·, t)
at fixed t. An arbitrary subset R ⊂ S is referred to as a reference domain
provided that there exist a diffeomorphism Ψt : R → B and an embedding
Φt : R → S such that

ϕt = Φt ◦ Ψ−1
t , (1)

where ◦ indicates composition of maps. The material and mesh velocities are
vt

def= ( ∂
∂t
ϕt) ◦ ϕ−1

t and wt
def= ( ∂

∂t
Φt) ◦ Φ−1

t , respectively, and their difference

c
def= v −w (2)

is called the convective velocity. Since our ALE method enforces the zero-flux
constraint c ·n = 0 on ∂Φt(R) = ∂ϕt(B), where n is the field of outward nor-
mals, it falls into the category of single-material or simplified ALE methods
[19].

Let q be the spatial description of the physical field under consideration
and q̂

def= q ◦ Φ its referential or ALE description. The general ALE conser-
vation form of a balance principle then reads

∂q̂JΦ
∂t

+ JΦ(div(q ⊗ c)) ◦ Φ = JΦ(S ◦ Φ) , (3)

where div is the divergence operator on the ambient space, JΦ is the Jacobian
of Φ, and S is a source term. Our ALE method is based on the common
operator-split solution strategy [19], which divides (3) into

q̇ = S − q div v and ∂q̂JΦ
∂t

+ JΦ div(q ⊗ c) ◦ Φ = 0 , (4)

where q̇ denotes the material time derivative of q.
The first equation in (4) accounts for the sources by ignoring convective

transport (c = 0). As the motion of the reference domain coincides with the
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material motion, the description of motion is (updated) Lagrangian. The
second equation formalizes the transport resp. advection of q on the reference
domain moving with convective velocity c 6= 0 and without any external
source or material evolution.

In the present research, the balance principles governing quasi-static pen-
etration into sand are conservation of mass and balance of momentum. The
updated Lagrangian form (4)1 of these balance principles reads

ρ̇ = −ρ div v and ρa = ρb+ divσ , (5)

respectively, in which ρ is the mass density, σ = σT is the symmetric Cauchy
stress field, b is an applied force per unit mass, and a is a prescribed static
acceleration field.

We note that, by assuming ϕ(B, t0) = B, conservation of mass is equiva-
lent to

∂J

∂t
= J(trd) ◦ ϕ in conjunction with ρ0 = (ρ ◦ ϕ)J , (6)

where J is the Jacobian of ϕ, d = 1
2(∇v + (∇v)T) is the spatial rate of

deformation, tr returns the trace of a second-order tensor, and ρ0 is the mass
density at t = t0.

2.2. Constitutive equations
Spatial rate constitutive equations based on the corotational objective

Zaremba-Jaumann or Green-Naghdi stress rates are commonly used in solid
mechanical ALE applications [19]. The present method considers material
response described by a constitutive equation taking the general form

O
σ

def= h(σ,α,d) def= m(σ,α,d) : d , (7)

where O
σ = σ̇−ω ·σ+σ ·ω is the Zaremba-Jaumann rate of Cauchy stress,

ω = 1
2(∇v− (∇v)T) is the vorticity of motion, α = {α1, . . . , αN}

def= {αk} is
a set of internal material state variables in addition to stress, and m is the
fourth-order material tangent tensor. Elements of α are assumed to have
evolution equations comparable to (7), i.e. O

αk
def= jk(σ,α,d).

During penetration, sand or granular material in general is subjected to
complex loading paths and will undergo changes in relative density and effec-
tive stress state over a wide range, depending on its initial state, and its dila-
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tancy and asymptotic response. The description of this mechanical behavior
is very complicated and cannot be reproduced by the classical plasticity mod-
els, including the Mohr-Coulomb, Drucker-Prager, or Cam-Clay models [13].
In order to reach the objective of realistic numerical simulation of penetration
into sand, the ALE method is combined with an advanced rate constitutive
equation based on the hypoplasticity framework [20]. Hypoplasticity does
not distinguish between elastic and plastic strains. It can be understood
as a generalization of hypoelasticity [21] insofar as the response function h
resp. the material tangent m introduced by (7) is generally nonlinear in d in
order to describe dissipative behavior.

The particular hypoplastic model for sand used here has been proposed
in [22, 23] and includes the extensions of [24, 25] to account for limit states
and the mechanical behavior under cyclic loading. For completeness, the
full mathematical expressions of the constitutive functions are attached in
Appendix A. The hypoplastic model has several advantages over classical
plasticity models commonly used in soil mechanical ALE methods in the
literature. The main advantage is the use of the void ratio e and of the so-
called intergranular strain δ capturing loading history in the set of material
state variables. As a result, the behavior of sand for various monotonic
and cyclic loading programs can be described by using only a single set of
hypoplastic material constants [24, 25, 26]. There might be indeed alternative
models possessing comparable features, but to the knowledge of the authors
these have not been used in ALE calculations yet.

3. Numerical implementation

3.1. Operator-split solution procedure
The operator-split (4) applied to the governing equations discussed in the

previous section results in the two sets of equations (compositions with point
mappings are dropped)

balance of momentum ρa = ρb+ divσ , (8)

conservation of mass ∂J

∂t
= J trd i.c.w. ρ0 = ρJ , (9)

rate constitutive equation O
σ = h(σ,α,d) , (10)

evolution equation O
αk = jk(σ,α,d) , (11)
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and

transport of Jacobian of ϕ ∂ĴJΦ
∂t

+ JΦ div(Jc) = 0 , (12)

transport of stress ∂σ̂JΦ
∂t

+ JΦ div(σ ⊗ c) = 0 , (13)

transport of state variables ∂α̂kJΦ
∂t

+ JΦ div(αk ⊗ c) = 0 , (14)

ALE finite element methods approximate the reference domain R by a
disjoint union of finite elements. The time interval of interest is approximated
by a sequence (t0, . . . , tn+1 = tn + ∆t, . . . , T ) of discrete time steps. The
solution in time is carried out in calculational cycles consisting of three steps:
a Lagrangian step, a mesh motion step, and a transport step. Conceptually,
the time associated with the end of the Lagrangian step is denoted by t−n+1,
whereas the time associated with the end of both the mesh motion step and
the transport step is t+n+1. However, physical time elapses only during in the
Lagrangian step.

Alg. 1 provides the pseudocode of the proposed incremental operator-
split ALE finite element solution procedure for quasi-static problems. The
essential steps are described in the following sections.

3.2. Lagrangian step
Standard nonlinear finite element techniques are employed to solve the

initial boundary value problem in the updated Lagrangian description and
to advance balance of momentum (8) implicitly in time. The Newmark-β
method in conjunction with Newton’s method is applied for this purpose.
Without contact constraints the resulting system of linearized equations, in
matrix notation, is

Ki
n+1du

i
n+1 = bin+1 , with bin+1 = f ext

n+1 −Ma− f int(uin+1) . (15)

M is the global mass matrix of the finite element assembly, f int and f ext are
the global internal and external nodal force vectors, respectively, and Ki

n+1
is the global stiffness matrix referring to the i-th iteration of the solution at
time t−n+1. The external nodal acceleration vector a is required to simulate
gravity in quasi-static analysis. Detailed derivations of (15) can be found,
for example, in [16, 17] and will not be repeated here.
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Algorithm 1: Overall operator-split ALE solution procedure.
Input: mesh topology, geometry, initial conditions
Output: u, ρ, σ, α

1 while number of time steps n ≤ nmax resp. time tn ≤ T do
2 begin Lagrangian Step
3 (re-)initialize matrices M and K;
4 compute f ext

n+1 −Ma and set u0
n+1 = 0;

5 while number of Newton iteration steps i ≤ imax do
6 integrate constitutive equation and compute

material tangent;
7 compute f int(uin+1) and form bin+1;
8 compute effective stiffness matrix Ki

n+1;
9 solve duin+1 = (Ki

n+1)−1bin+1 and update
ui+1
n+1 = uin+1 + duin+1;

10 if convergence criterion met then exit;
11 update mass density at quadrature points;
12 store ρ−n+1, σ

−
n+1, α

−
n+1;

13 update and store geometry x−n+1 = xn + u−n+1;

14 begin Mesh Motion Step
15 loop mesh elements and evaluate quality Q;
16 if Q < Qmin then flag nodes of the element;
17 relocate boundary nodes [27, 28];
18 relocate flagged internal nodes using (20);
19 store smoothed geometry x+

n+1;

20 begin Transport Step
21 gather elements affected by mesh motion step;
22 advect ρ−n+1, σ

−
n+1, α

−
n+1 using (24);

23 store ρ+
n+1, σ

+
n+1, α

+
n+1 ;
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The current accumulated incremental displacements in the i-th iteration
during the Lagrangian step, uin+1 = ∑i

k=0 du
k
n+1, are passed to the procedures

which integrate the rate equations (9)–(11) in time at the quadrature points
of the finite elements; note that un = 0 since no displacements are stored. A
time-centered approximation is used in accordance with [29], leading to an
algorithmic finite strain increment computed as

∆εn+1/2
def= 1

2

(
∇n+1/2u+ (∇n+1/2u)T

)
, (16)

where ∇n+1/2u = 2(fn+1−I)(fn+1+I)−1 and fn+1 is the relative incremental
deformation gradient of the configuration at t = tn+1, represented by the
nodal positions xin+1 = xn + uin+1, with respect to the configuration xn.

Since mass is not automatically conserved in ALE methods, a solution is
required to the initial value problem (9) subject to J |tn = Jn. Into our ALE
method we implemented an approximation to the solution at time tn+1 using
the midpoint rule [18]:

Jn+1 = Jn (1− 1
2 tr∆εn+1/2)−1(1+ 1

2 tr∆εn+1/2) , so ρn+1 = ρ0

Jn+1
. (17)

To meet the requirement of material frame indifference [21] on a discrete
level, the incrementally objective algorithm of [30] has been implemented
for the integration of (10) and (11). According to this algorithm, integra-
tion is carried out with respect to a corotated configuration of the material
body. Concerning the implementation of the hypoplastic model used here,
the reader is referred to [18] for details.

3.3. Mesh motion step
To improve mesh quality, a node located at x−n+1 = xn + un+1 after the

Lagrangian step will be moved to x+
n+1 without changing mesh connectivity

by making use of an appropriate mesh smoothing algorithm. The major-
ity of ALE methods on unstructured meshes employs smoothing algorithms
which are not governed by quality evolution, including heuristic procedures
[27, 12, 31] and physically-based smoothing [32, 9]. Even though these meth-
ods are computationally attractive, they cannot ensure that any mesh pro-
cessed is not worse than before. This is particularly true if the mesh is not
convex or becomes non-convexly distorted, as during the penetration into
sand investigated here.
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Non-convex meshes are efficiently smoothed by optimization-based algo-
rithms [33, 34, 35, 36]. The particular algorithm implemented into the ALE
method is described in detail in [28]. Hence, only a few aspects will be
addressed here.

The proposed algorithm assumes that all nodes of the mesh are allowed
to be moved, except for the boundary nodes that essentially define the shape
of the meshed domain (corner nodes). Smoothing is initiated if at least one
mesh element fails a check of geometric quality, and then the nodes of these
elements are flagged. The set of flagged nodes is then processed by local
smoothing algorithms for boundary nodes and internal nodes. The globally
improved mesh is obtained by looping over the flagged nodes repeatedly in
an iterative fashion.

The heuristic averaging algorithm of Aymone et al. [27] efficiently smoo-
thes mesh boundaries on a local level. Compared to the boundary mesh,
smoothing of the internal mesh is much more complicated and can be stated
as an optimization problem [37]:

minimize W (x) subject to x ∈ Rm . (18)

The function W is called the objective function and probably has a mini-
mizer x′ ∈ arg minx∈Rm W (x). Assuming the objective function to be twice
continuously differentiable, then its gradient ∇W (x) ∈ Rm and Hessian
HW (x) ∈ Rm×m at point x ∈ Rm will exist.

The choice of an objective function is crucial to the success of mesh
smoothing. The function considered here takes the form [35]

W (x) def=
∑
nel

w(x) , where w(x) def= R(x)
Rref

(
R(x)
r(x)

)3

, (19)

r and R are the incircle and circumcircle radius of a triangle element, respec-
tively, Rref = 1.0 is a reference radius, and nel is the number of elements in
the ball B(x) = ⋃

nel Ω(x) sharing the internal node x.
For a given xj, with j ∈ N, the iterative procedure to find the minimizer

takes the form

xj+1 = xj + λjdj with lim
j→∞

xj+1 = x′ , (20)

where d ∈ Rm is a descent direction of W at x satisfying (∇W (x))Td < 0.
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Once a starting point xj=0, a step size λj=0 > 0, and a tolerance ε > 0 have
been specified, a termination criterion of the form

‖∇W (xj)‖ < ε (21)

is checked. If this criterion is met, then xj ≈ x′ is an approximation
to the minimizer of W . If the criterion is not met, Newton’s direction
dj = −(H−1

W ∇W )(xj) is computed provided that the Hessian is regular and
positive definite, otherwise the steepest descent −∇W (xj) will be used. Af-
ter the descent direction has been computed, a so-called line search is carried
out in order to determine the step size λj satisfying W (xj +λjdj) < W (xj).

3.4. Transport step
In the transport step, the solution variables obtained after the Lagrangian

step at time t = t− are remapped onto the updated mesh at time t = t+;
the subscript n + 1 is dropped for notational brevity. The associated set of
equations (12)–(14) can be equivalently expressed in form of the generic ALE
conservation law (4)2, with q ∈ {J,σ,α} and c = v − w = (x−− x+)/∆t,
where ∆t

def= t+− t− is a pseudo time increment. The solution state is frozen,
so that time-dependency of the transported variable is implied by the moving
mesh only.

The current transport step applies a finite volume strategy. Finite volume
methods have traditionally been pursued by the CFD community [38, 39]
and have earned broad recognition in the history of development of ALE and
related methods [2, 5, 6, 40, 12, 41]. They are conservative because they
solve the integral form of the conservation law (4)2,

d
dt

∫
Vj

q dv +
∫
∂Vj

qc · n da = 0 , subject to q|t=t− = q− . (22)

The first term accounts for the time-dependency of the control volume
Vj

def= Φt(Wj), where Wj ⊂ R and t ∈ [t−, t+]. The second term in (22)
expresses the convective flux of the variable q across a control volume bound-
ary. The current method approximates this term by a weighted donor-cell
(Godunov-type) flux function. Donor-cell advection is used in many ALE
codes [2, 6, 40, 12, 41] because it has some highly desirable features [38, 39].

Equation (22) is discretized in space by using a control volume tessella-
tion, which currently coincides with the finite element mesh since all variables
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are stored at the single quadrature point in each linear triangle. Discretiza-
tion in time is done by the forward Euler method. Moreover, in order to
solve the plane and axisymmetric problems considered in this research, we
introduced a pseudo-radius R [42] defined for all x def= (z1, z2)T ∈ R2 through

R(x) def= 1− β + βz1(x) , where β ∈ {0, 1} . (23)

The plane case, R = 1, is recovered if β = 0, whereas β = 1 is associated
with the axisymmetric case R = z1, with z1 corresponding to the radial
coordinate. The resulting transport algorithm then reads [18]

q+
j = q−j −

∆t

2R+
jA

+
j

∑
edges

R−j,kL
−
j,kF

V−
j,k (q−k − q−j )(1− θ sgn(F V−

j,k )) , (24)

in which θ ∈ [0, 1] is the donor cell weighting factor [2, 40] and

Aj = 1
2

2∑
I=0

(z1
Iz

2
I+1 − z1

I+1z
2
I ) , (25)

Rj = 1− β + β

6Aj

2∑
I=0

(z1
I + z1

I+1)(z1
Iz

2
I+1 − z1

I+1z
2
I ) , (26)

Lj,k =
√

(z1
I+1 − z1

I )2 + (z2
I+1 − z2

I )2 , (27)

Rj,k = 1− β + β

2 (z1
I + z1

I+1) , (28)

F V
j,k = 1

2

(
c1
I + c1

I+1
c2
I + c2

I+1

)
(n1, n2)I,I+1 , (29)(

n1
n2

)
I,I+1

=
∥∥∥∥∥ z2

I+1 − z2
I

z1
I − z1

I+1

∥∥∥∥∥
−1(

z2
I+1 − z2

I

z1
I − z1

I+1

)
, (30)

and β ∈ {0, 1}. F V
j,k is the convective volume flux density, qj is the value

of q ∈ {J,σ,α} in the control volume (i.e. triangle) Vj, and qk refers to
the control volume Vk contiguous to the control volume Vj sharing the edge
Γj,k

def= Vj ∩ Vk. An edge is defined by the nodes I and I + 1 ∈ {0, 1, 2}, and
node 2 is assumed to coincide with node 0. Accordingly, Aj is the area of
Vj, Rj is the radial coordinate of the area centroid, Lj,k is the length of edge
Γj,k, Rj,k is the radial coordinate of its centroid, n1, n2 are the components
of the unit outward normal to an edge, and c1

I , c
2
I are the components of the
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convective velocity c at node I. A full donor-cell, first-order accurate upwind
transport algorithm [38] is obtained when θ = 1.

4. Numerical examples

4.1. Comparison of mesh smoothing algorithms
The first example application of our ALE method should highlight the ad-

vantage of the proposed optimization-based mesh smoothing algorithm over
heuristic algorithms extensively employed in the context of ALE methods.
Heuristic (or direct) smoothing algorithms are not governed by quality evolu-
tion but provide closed-form expressions for the new coordinates of the nodes
supposed to smooth the mesh, or a part of it. These methods usually fail if
a mesh becomes non-convexly distorted, as this is the case in finite element
simulations of penetration problems.

For reasons of comparison, two heuristic algorithms have been imple-
mented which may replace the local algorithm for internal nodes formalized
by (20). The first is based on weighted averaging and is applied in the ALE
method of Aymone et al. [27]. The second algorithm has been developed by
Giuliani [31] and is based on the analytical expression of the minimizer of
a function describing the mesh distortion. For the example shown here, the
results of both heuristic algorithms are comparable.

In order to create heavily distorted non-convex mesh regions, we take
the simple example of backward extrusion of a compressible, hypoelastic
material (Fig. 1). A billet is loaded into a container with rigid and smooth
walls and then is moved towards a fixed rough die, so that the material is
pushed through the die. By this, it suffices to discretize the billet only and
to represent the die and the container walls using fixed and roller boundary
conditions, respectively. The material behavior is described by a hypoelastic
relation with constant isotropic elasticity tensor [43, eq. (5.6)].

Fig. 1 above shows the initial configuration together with the deformed
mesh at 50 % height reduction. The heavy squeezing of elements around the
corner of the die cannot be avoided when using the heuristic method. The
area of one element even vanishes, which inhibits convergence of the solution
at continued extrusion. Compared to this, optimization-based smoothing
achieves an excellent mesh regularization. At 50 % height reduction, element
squeezing is moderate, even in the non-convexly distorted region at the corner
of the die. However, at continued extrusion the fixed mesh connectivity limits
gains of mesh quality. Calculation terminates at height reductions of more
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50 % reduction

Detail

heuristic smoothing
(Giuliani’s method)

optimization-based
smoothing

71 % reduction

solution terminated
at 51 % reduction

initial conf
of billet

iguration

die (fixed)

Figure 1: Comparison of an heuristic smoothing method and the developed optimization-
based algorithm when applied to a non-convexly distorted mesh.
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than 71 %. Only a complete remeshing would eliminate degenerate elements
so as to continue solution.

4.2. Shallow penetration into sand
We now examine the capabilities of the proposed ALE method when

applied to penetration into sand as a real world problem. In the two ex-
amples to be presented, the skin of the penetrator and the ground surface
are modeled as a rigid-to-flexible contact pair using straight segments for the
slave surface (ground surface) and accounting for large deformation of the
interface. A Lagrange multiplier contact algorithm enforces zero penetration
when contact is closed. As mentioned in the introductory section, the current
version of the ALE method provides only smooth or perfectly rough contact.
Surface roughness lying between these two extremes should be implemented
into later versions due to its practical importance.

The first example is concerned with penetration of a strip footing into
sand. Figure 2a shows the finite element model that has been designed with
the intention to back-calculate the results of an experimental model test car-
ried out at the Chair of Soil Mechanics and Geotechnical Engineering, TU
Berlin; see [18] for details. The test was conducted in a chamber with observ-
ing window to digitally photograph the penetration process. Afterwards the
captured image sequence was analyzed by particle image velocimetry (PIV)
to reveal the soil motion without on-sample instrumentation.

The computational model assumes plain strain conditions and takes ad-
vantage of symmetry. The strip footing is rigid and perfectly rough, except
for its sides which are assumed perfectly smooth. The initial relative density
of the sand is Dr0 = 78 % (initial void ratio e0 = 0.546). The hypoplastic
rate constitutive equation is employed to model the behavior of the test sand;
the material constants determined for the test sand are given in Appendix
A. The assumed initial stress state within the sand is the K0-state. It is cal-
culated in an isotropically elastic dummy load step based on the bulk mass
density and using a Poisson’s ratio of ν = 1/3 (K0 = 0.5).

For a relative penetration of z/B = 0.31, where B is the breadth of the
foundation, the deformed mesh after smoothing is depicted in Fig. 2b. A
direct comparison with Fig. 2a reveals that the node density at the corner of
the strip footing is considerably increased during penetration. However, the
uniform mesh retains a good quality because of the optimization-based mesh
smoothing procedure. In contrast to that, running the ALE method in the
purely Lagrangian mode causes the calculation to terminate just after a few
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Figure 2: Shallow penetration into sand. (a) Problem statement and mesh, (b) deformed
and smoothed mesh at a relative penetration depth of z/B = 0.31.

time steps. We also tested other smoothing algorithms for internal meshes
relying on heuristic approaches [27, 31], but only our new optimization-based
algorithm led to a convergent solution for this example. The other two algo-
rithms could not prevent elements to invert along with penetration, particu-
larly at the indented mesh corner [28].

The advanced hypoplastic rate constitutive equation provides valuable
insight into the mechanical behavior of sand. Consider, for example, the
simulated void ratio distribution at z/B = 0.31 plotted in Fig. 3. The
results indicate that sand locally undergoes severe density changes during
penetration. The initially dense sand loosens due to shearing lateral to the
strip footing and along the slip surfaces; see also Fig. 4b. At the foundation
corner, the reached void ratio of e = 0.81 even lies above the maximum void
ratio of emax = 0.779 determined through laboratory tests. In the wedge-
shaped zone underneath the foundation, on the other hand, the sand densifies
along with penetration and reaches its minimum void ratio of emin = 0.482.

The results of the ALE simulation are in good agreement with the back-
calculated experiment, as can be seen from the comparative view in Fig. 4.
The incremental displacement and the zones of maximum shear strain mea-
sured within the sand can be fairly reproduced. The measured (gray line) and
the predicted ground heaving also match very well. Differences are found,
however, in the shape of wedge underneath the pile base. The angle at the
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Figure 3: Shallow penetration into sand. Predicted distribution of the void ratio at a
relative penetration depth of z/B = 0.31.

apex of this zone is exactly 90◦ in the simulation, whereas the experimental
investigations indicate much larger angles.

While the experimental and numerical results are in good agreement with
regard to incremental shear strain and ground heaving, the measured and
predicted load-displacement curves plotted in Fig. 5 differ considerably when
using the same set of hypoplastic material constants; Fmax is the maximum
penetration force of each load-displacement curve and is used for normal-
ization. If we change the constant representing a reference pressure from
hs = 76.5 MPa to 765.0 MPa (Appendix A) the load-displacement curves
agree, but then ground heaving is overestimated. We have found that this
undesirable feature is closely related to the capability of the constitutive
equation to model dilatancy and the behavior of sand at very low levels of
mean effective stress. In fact, under such conditions the shear resistance of
any granular material is close to zero.

4.3. Pile penetration into sand
The final example deals with pile penetration and employs a zipper-type

modeling technique. We chose a pile tip geometry which generally entails
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Figure 4: Comparison of the results of experimental test (PIV) and of the ALE back-
calculation at z/B = 0.31. (a) Incremental displacement, (b) incremental maximum shear
strain.
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Figure 5: Comparison of the measured and predicted load-displacement curves of shallow
penetration. Fmax is the maximum penetration force of each load-displacement curve and
is used for normalization, and hs is a hypoplastic material constant representing a reference
pressure (cf. Appendix A).

a great burden for Lagrangian methods and even for ALE methods. In the
axisymmetric models set up (Fig. 6), the “pile” is designed as a segment
of a rigid slideline supporting the soil in the direction normal to the slide-
line. Smooth contact conditions are assumed between the soil and the pile to
approximate the surface roughness of steel or precast concrete piles. One un-
structured and two structured finite element meshes were generated (Fig. 6).
A K0 = 0.5 initial stress state within the sand is assumed in accordance
with the previous example, and the initial relative density of the sand is
Dr0 = 34 % (initial void ratio e0 = 0.678).

Numerical results of the succeeded ALE simulations using the structured
fine mesh are plotted in Fig. 7. The sand significantly densifies underneath
the pile base at all stages of penetration. The pile shaft is surrounded by
a zone of severe loosening during the course of penetration. The zone of
maximum loosening is located between 0.5D and 1.0D below the ground
surface irrespective of the penetration depth. Within this zone, e ≈ 0.81
which corresponds to a negative relative density (cf. Appendix A). However,
in the major part of the soil domain the sand is compressed such that the
volume of the ground heaving is outbalanced by the volume of the penetrated
pile.
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Figure 6: Pile penetration into sand. Problem statement and (a) initial unstruc-
tured coarse mesh, (b) initial structured coarse mesh. The structured fine mesh with
∼65000 DOF is not shown.
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Figure 7: Pile penetration into sand. Void ratio distributions at different penetration
depths.
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Figure 8: Relative load-displacement curves of simulated pile penetration. Fmax is the
maximum penetration force of each load-displacement curve and is used for normalization.

The relative load-displacement curves using the maximum penetration
force Fmax of each curve as a normalization factor are plotted in Fig. 8.
At penetration depths larger than three times the pile diameter, the curves
are relatively linear and show a characteristic zig-zag form which is a man-
ifestation of spurious oscillation. This unrealistic behavior is governed by
the quality of geometry representation at the interfaces in the finite element
model. More clearly, the pile skin (master) is modeled as a smooth curve
while the boundary of the soil domain (slave) is covered with straight seg-
ments. During penetration some nodes of the slave surface lose contact with
the pile skin when the pile tip passes, causing a periodical release of the finite
element nodal forces. It can be seen from the figure that the poorest dis-
cretization associated with the unstructured coarse mesh tends to the highest
oscillation.

5. Conclusions

A comprehensive arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian framework for the nu-
merical simulation of large deformation problems with special consideration
of plane strain and axisymmetric quasi-static penetration into sand has been
presented. The implicit ALE finite element method has been combined with
an advanced hypoplastic rate constitutive equation which predicts the me-
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chanical behavior of sand quite realistically. Such complex constitutive equa-
tions are unusual in the traditional application areas of ALE. Moreover, an
efficient optimization technique has been implemented which smoothes out
the non-convexly distorted mesh regions that occur along with penetration.

The assumptions and restrictions associated with the present work listed
in Sect. 1 give motivation to further research. For example, the incorpo-
ration of inertia effects in the developed ALE method is of great practical
importance because displacement piles are usually driven by hammering or
vibration. Further improvement of the presented ALE method would be the
provision for surface roughness in the contact model at the soil-penetrator in-
terface. This would introduce contact history variables that must be properly
remapped onto the smoothed mesh during the transport step of the method.

Another relevant aspect of research in the area of soil mechanical ALE
methods is the interaction of the solid phase with one or more pore fluids.
Contrary to the assumptions inherent to the current method, sand in situ
is rarely dry or fully saturated and locally drained. Therefore, many im-
portant phenomena cannot be reproduced. Taking into account the soil as
a two-phase or even three-phase medium would enable a large deformation
analysis of problems involving liquefaction-prone and/or partially saturated
soils under cyclic loading, for example slopes and dams under earthquake
excitation and driving of piles for offshore foundation systems.
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Appendix A. Hypoplastic model for isotropic sand

This paper considers only effective stress, which is equal to the total
stress in the absence of pore pressure (dry conditions). The common sign
convention of general mechanics is applied, i.e. compressive stress or strain
is taken with negative sign, and pressure has positive sign whenever stress is
compressive.

In our ALE method we use a version of the hypoplastic rate constitutive
equation proposed by Niemunis and Herle [25]. Its mathematical formulation
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can be summarized as
O
σ = m(σ, e, δ,d) : d , (A1)
O

δ = j(δ,d) , (A2)
ė = (1 + e) trd , (A3)

where the second-order tensor δ(x, t) is the so-called intergranular strain and
e(x, t) is the spatial void ratio, which is the ratio of the partial volume of
interconnected voids and the partial solid volume in a representative volume
element, and O

s is the Zaremba-Jaumann rate of s. The intergranular strain
is an additional internal state variable representing a macroscopic measure
of micro-deformations of the interface zone between sand grains. Moreover,

m(σ, e, δ,d) def= (ρχmT + (1− ρχ)mR)L

+
ρχ(1−mT)L : ~δ ⊗ ~δ + ρχN ⊗ ~δ for ~δ : d >0
ρχ(mR −mT)L : ~δ ⊗ ~δ for ~δ : d ≤0 ,

(A4)

j(δ,d) def=
d− ρβr ~δ ⊗ ~δ : d for ~δ : d > 0
d for ~δ : d ≤ 0 ,

(A5)

L(σ̃) def= fb fe

tr(σ̃2)
(
F 2

1+ a2 σ̃ ⊗ σ̃
)
, (A6)

N (σ̃) def= fb fe fd
aF

tr(σ̃2)
(σ̃ + σ̃dev) , (A7)

1
def= 1

2 (I ⊗ I + I ⊗ I) , (A8)

F
def=

√√√√1
8 tan2 ψ + 2− tan2 ψ

2 +
√

2 tanψ cos 3θ
− 1

2
√

2
tanψ , (A9)

a
def=
√

3(3− sinφc)
2
√

2 sinφc
, (A10)

ρ
def= ‖δ‖

R
, tanψ def=

√
3 ‖σ̃dev‖ , cos 3θ def= −

√
6 tr(σ̃3

dev)(
tr(σ̃2

dev)
) 3

2
, (A11)
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σ̃
def= − σ3p , p

def= −1
3 trσ , σ̃dev

def= σ̃ − 1
3 I ,

~δ
def= δ

‖δ‖
, (A12)

fe(σ, e) def=
(
ec

e

)β
, (A13)

fd(σ, e) def=
(
e− ed

ec − ed

)α
, and (A14)

fb(σ) def= hs

n

(1 + ei

ei

)(
ei0

ec0

)β(3p
hs

)1−n(
3 + a2 −

√
3a
(
ei0 − ed0

ec0 − ed0

)α)−1
,

(A15)
with the second-order unit tensor I and the characteristic void ratios ei(p),
ec(p), and ed(p) being obtained through Bauer’s formula [23]

ei

ei0

def= ec

ec0

def= ed

ed0

def= exp
(
−
(3p
hs

)n)
. (A16)

The hypoplastic model contains 13 material constants: φc is the friction
angle at critical state (in ◦), hs is a reference pressure called granulate hard-
ness (in Pa), ed0 and ei0 are the minimum and maximum void ratio at zero
pressure, respectively, ec0 is the void ratio at critical state at zero pressure, R
is the maximum magnitude of intergranular strain, mR,mT are stiffness fac-
tors associated with loading reversals, and n, α, β, βr, χ are exponents. The
determination of these material constants from experimental laboratory test
is roughly described in the articles cited. More detailed information can be
found in [26, 44].

For the back-analysis of the experimental model test presented in Sec-
tion 5, a complete set of hypoplastic material constant for that sand used
in the tests had to be determined. These constants are: φc = 31.5◦, hs =
76 500 MPa (hs = 76.5 MPa for 0 kPa < p < 20 kPa), n = 0.29, ed0 = 0.48,
ec0 = 0.78, ei0 = 0.90, α = 0.13, β = 1.0, R = 1× 10−4, mR = 5.0, mT = 2.0,
βr = 0.5, χ = 6.0. Some of these values were estimated in accordance with
the references cited.
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